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Wi-Fi for Collington

At the May RA Council meeting Frank
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By Robert Elkin

is supported by nearly every modern personal

Krohnert, Operations Administrator, outlined the

computer operating system and most advanced

forthcoming plan to bring wireless high-speed

game consoles. It is expected that our installa-

internet access (Wi-Fi) to our campus.

tion will be compatible with most residents' com-

Financing for the project comes from funds in
the Collington Foundation, Inc. which were originally raised to underwrite a learning center to be

puters. Anyone with a portable computer will
have access the Internet anywhere on campus.
Frank noted that much planning is needed to

built over our swimming pool in memory of

specify the Wi-Fi as well as the training center.

Bishop John Walker.
Fundraising failed to meet the $3 million goal
and ended when the balance stood at about
$75,000. Over the years, Bishop Walker’s
widow has been consulted about her wishes as
to the ultimate disposition of this fund and a
number of suggested projects have been considered.
When the WiFi suggestion arose, Mrs.
Walker agreed that this project, along with a
computer learning center, met the original criteria and agreed that the funds be used for it.
The multimedia computer training center
is projected to have a 12-computer capability for
training. The center will also provide internet access for residents who do not own computers.
Wi-Fi is the common name for a popular
wireless technology used in home networks, mobile phones, video games, and more. Wi-Fi

He has invited a number of residents to join him
and other staff to initiate this next phase of the
program. Many questions remain.
We seem to be taking one giant step into the
computer age. Welcome aboard everyone.

•

Layfield on In-Home Care
Residents crowded in to hear Angie Layfield
talk about her responses to the In-Home Care
Task Force’s report. She agrees with the Task
Force’s recommendation that a service is needed, emphasizing the risk of the current system
for residents and Collington. Her aim is to assure
residents that aides coming into their homes are
qualified for their work, certified, and have an
agency backing for problems that may arise.
(continued on page 2)

While the Task Force recommended that
Collington establish in-home care directly, Angie
opts for a partnership between Collington and a
licensed agency. An agency’s role would be to
assure aides are qualified, certified, and appropriate for the work to be done. In addition, an
agency would cover aides’ unplanned absences.
If a serious problem occurs, an agency’s insurance would cover the risk.
She said that a Collington staff person would
coordinate the in-home care program, providing
communication to Collington’s health services
that it does not often have now. An agency
would establish a satellite office at Collington
and would bill residents directly.
In response to questions, Angie said residents would be able to keep aides they now get
through a licensed agency. If a current aide were
willing to become certified, Collington would assist her during a transitional period.
It might be possible to expand clinic staff to
handle ongoing needs for short periods, such as
two hours, she also noted.
R.E.

•
Led by Barbara Hall and Anna Shea, a number of residents recently attended a meeting of
Residents for a Green Collington. The group
aims to diminish waste and contribute to a
cleaner, greener world. The initial focus should
be on steps residents could take right now to reduce their carbon footprint and to publicize those
steps by an article in the Courier. Suggestions
included the use of CFL light bulbs to reduce energy use, turning off all appliances, computers
and stereos when not in use, avoiding plastic,
using cloth bags for shopping, using recycled
and nontoxic cleaning products, reducing gasoThe Collingtonian

•
Share Your Summer Photos
Residents are invited to share photos taken
over the summer months in the September
Collingtonian. Please send us photos you’ve
taken of places or people or family that illustrate
something or someone that pleases you.
Deadline is August 20. Give your prints to
Robert Elkin, Editor, in Box 4111. Or, e-mail attached photos to robertelkin@comcast.net. On
the reverse of your photos, (or in your e-mail)
please write your name, date taken, and briefly
who or what is represented.

Residents Form Green Effort
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line consumption by not idling the car, driving
slower, taking Collington transportation, and
above all, WALKING.
At future meetings the list will be expanded.
The group aims to open a dialogue with Collington Administration about other ways to save energy. All residents are welcome to attend future
meetings or to contribute their ideas by contacting Barbara or Anna. Congratulations to this forward looking group.
S.G.
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We’re planning to print one photo for each
resident who submits as long as space permits.
If you send several, we’ll select one. No photos
will be returned.
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How Green is Our Collington
By Sally Griffen

ances and participation in a PEPCO energy
management program to even out the usage of
electricity and gas. We cut some usage in public

Seeking answers to the question led to the

spaces at peak times to save on utility costs and

Earth Day event organized by Frank Krohnert

help to avoid blackouts, especially in the sum-

and to the discovery that Collington and Frank

mer. Residents could also reduce energy usage

have undertaken a number of initiatives to make

if we choose to keep our units a bit warmer in

us more environmentally supportive. Many of

summer and cooler in winter for additional sav-

these efforts result in cost savings, a boon to all

ings for Collington as well as less pollution from

of us. And there are important ways in which we

PEPCO.

the residents can help. Aiming to be environ-

Maintenance of our buildings traditionally in-

mentally sound is a far-reaching and complex is-

cludes a large dose of toxins that pollute the en-

sue for Collington, the world, and for each of us.

vironment. Collington is striving to use nontoxic

Collington has already replaced many incan-

materials. For example, six months ago we re-

descent light bulbs with compact fluorescent

placed numerous chemical-cleaning supplies.

bulbs (CFL) in public areas. Now if each resident

Collington now uses products that are Green

replaced eight incandescent bulbs with eight

Seal certified as they contain no acids, caustic

compact fluorescents displaying the Energy Star

phosphates, dyes etc. but are made of hydrogen

logo in our apartments and cottages, the energy

peroxide, orange oil and alcohol. Residents also

savings per unit would be $64 a year with a

need to know there are plenty of nontoxic clean-

$480 savings over the life of the bulb. The an-

ing products available in stores; look for those

nual savings for all 367 units mounts up to

that are Green Seal certified. Collington also

$23,403 and the life cycle savings a spectacular

contracts with Orkin Pest Control to use EcoPCO

$176,139! So let’s do our part and save money

a botanical pesticide made of food grade mate-

by using CFLs. A 25-watt compact fluorescent is

rial that controls a broad spectrum of insect

the equivalent of a 100-watt conventional bulb

pests and claims no risk to pets or humans.

and will last for 10,000 hours. Halogen light

I brought up some of my pet environmental

bulbs also offer some energy savings. Check for

concerns such as the use of so much styrofoam

availability in the Country Store.

in the dining room. Frank says that Collington is

What about disposal? Not to worry. Used

searching for alternatives but that it is a compli-

light bulbs can be recycled in a box provided in

cated and potentially costly issue. I also raised

the utility room (off the Auditorium) near the tele-

questions about the large expanses of lawns

phone books. And while on the subject of recy-

here. The landscaping company uses lime, a

cling, don’t forget that used batteries can be re-

high nitrogen chemical fertilizer, and an annual

cycled at the Clocktower.

pesticide application as well as a large amount of

Other energy-saving programs at Collington

fossil fuels to run the machines. (And did I

include the purchase of Energy Star rated appliJune 2008
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mention all that unpleasant noise?) Any change

This is a quick snapshot of Collington’s

in the present approach to landscaping would go

greenness that is clearly a work-in-progress

through the Landscaping Committee. While I am

and depends on future events and actions by

an advocate for less grass, Frank commented

Collington administration and residents. The fu-

that many residents do not agree and are un-

ture also depends on how science and industry

happy with weedy lawns and spotty tufts of

innovates environmentally green products/ so-

grass, hence the use of fertilizer and pesticides.

lutions as realistically priced alternatives.

Greetings, Robert Goldwin
Collington’s new resident Robert (Bob) Gold-

the Constitution” (1997) and “Why Blacks,

win has bolsterered our reputation for scholars

Women, and Jews Are Not Mentioned in the

active on the national political level. For 22 years

Constitution.” (1990). He is also editor or senior

he was a Resident Scholar of Constitutional

editor of more than thirty books on American

Studies at the American Enterprise Institute for

politics, and the author of numerous articles on

Public Policy Research in Washington DC. He

human rights, political philosophy, the law of the

reports he studied the constitution directly rather

sea, and the Constitution of the United States.
While he’s getting settled, Bob looks forward

than constitutional law.
Earlier, he taught political science at Kenyon

to meeting other residents and becoming active.

College and the University of Chicago. At Chi-

His four children. Ten grandchildren are spread

cago he created the Public Affairs Conference

out across the world -- Zurich, Jerusalem, Albu-

Center using concepts of St. John’s College in

querque, Los Angeles -- and two granddaugh-

Annapolis. A number of national leaders partici-

ters live in New York City.

R.E.

pated in the Center, including Senators and
Congressmen. He also served as Dean of St.
John’s College during a troubled time in the
‘60’s, with considerable success, he reports.
Dr. Goldwin served in the White House in the

Who’s Pulling Our Leg?
A recent Library Notes carried this item:
In talks with management, Starbucks ex-

Ford Administration as Special Consultant to the

ecutives who visited the Collington Library

President as well as in the Pentagon as Advisor

last month, are promoting a merger. Star-

to Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld. He

bucks will move all their supplies and equip-

also served in Brussels as Special Advisor to

ment to the periodicals room, where you will

Rumsfeld when he became US Ambassador to

soon be able to buy drinks and treats with a

the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

literary flavor, like Dante Rakehell espresso,

Growing from his constitutional studies, he

Jane Austen marshy Frappacino, or a Hardy

published, “From Parchment to Power: How

Wessex scone. Starbucks high brass is

James Madison Used the Bill of Rights to Save

reaching out for new markets, and will soon
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feature the retirement home baristas of the

Faith’s
Gardening Notes
Don’t be a snob about weeds and wildflowers.
“A weed is a plant that grows profusely where
it is not wanted.”
-- O.E.D.
“A wildflower: any plant growing without cultivation in fields and woods...”
-- Webster’s
Soon will come August and you will have
been struggling since spring with seeds and
plants of Asian Lilies and other exotica and your
garden is dying of thirst and is not the delight

fields and prairies, cultivated and hybridized for
our use and pleasure. This has been going on all
over the world which explains why we are able to
buy plants that hail from China, hot jungles and
cold mountains. The trick for Collington gardeners will be to choose the hardiest, most droughtand bug-resistant in the coming years. Here are
a few:
You can be lazy and buy from catalogs instead of digging up along the road: yellow and
red yarrow; monarda (bee balm), which Native
Americans called Oswego Tea, red or pink; an
“Orange Glory” butterfly plant, and of course the
oft-mentioned grasses to mix into your landscape with your hardy marigolds and zinnias,
mums and favorite perennials. I mention these
among so many others because they’re colorful,
do not charm deer, stick around, do well here,
and TAKE LESS WORK.

you expected. I, however, who can make more
mistakes than most, will enjoy color and a
“profusion” of weeds and wildflowers, this sumA last word about noxious? weeds: Several
mer. Thus far, I have,
Collingtonians I know are
Donate
A
Tree?
airborne gifts of nature,
really ticked off by the
and from like-minded
Would you like to give a tree to Collingmadly invasive St. Johns’
friends, weeds such as:
ton? If so, the Landscape Committee will be
wort, which you did not,
flea bane (small round
glad to help you choose a suitable one and
repeat, not plant, even if
white flowers with hair
suggest a place for it, near your cottage or
it is highly prized in Seatsized petals and a yellow apartment, or elsewhere, on campus.
tle and many other garcenter, looking great in a
We ask you to please contribute sufficient
dens. Long blooming with
clump),spiderwort, butfunds for the cost of planting and maintentercups, black eyed Sua small yellow flower, it
ance for one year. This is a meaningful,
sans, and goldenrod, my much appreciated gift and adds to our
would spread and look
love. I am searching
green-ness.
magnificent on the slope
roadsides and fields for
by our lake, bordered by
Queen Anne’s lace, and marguerites, the small
crown vetch, to ward off erosion of the bank.
daisies that come earlier and stay longer than
Check with Landscape -- maybe they’d like it.
shastas.
Just keep digging up and digging up and digThe truth of the matter is that most of the
ging up until it gives up!
flowers available to us now were indigenous
plants originally brought in from woods, ponds,
June 2008
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The Computer:
Nemesis or Boon Companion?

lope. We’ve come a long way, baby, and there’s

By Jarvis M. Freymann

Although many “bugs” remain, today’s per-

Faith Jackson did a fine job in last month’s
Collingtonian explaining why she considers her
computer to be her nemesis. Although most of
us of a certain age have suffered similar annoyances and indignities in dealing with our newfangled electronic marvels, it may be useful to
pause long enough to try to put some of these
complaints in proper perspective. As wildly cantankerous and frustrating as they sometimes
may be, I am firmly convinced that, somewhere
down deep, computers really want to be helpful.
It is important to remember that most of us
at Collington are members of the Computer

no end in sight!
sonal computers make far fewer demands upon
us than did earlier models, and are improving
every day. Many of us are not even remotely
aware of all that our existing machines can do. It
was only recently that I learned that, if properly
asked, my five-year-old iMac is capable of offering such useful helps-to-the-elderly as greatly
magnifying small print, and, with a bit of coaxing,
speaking the text that appears on one’s screen
One thing is sure: a personal computer can
play an important role in enabling the elderly to
maintain quick and efficient communication with
family and friends, however distant they may be.
It can support rapid -- even instantaneous --

Age’s very first generation. Unlike our children

messaging and the transmission of photographs

and grandchildren, who were weaned on IBMs,

and other documents without a trip to the post of-

Macs and Dells, few of us older folk had our first

fice or the expense of a long distance call.

encounter with a PC much before our sixtieth

It can greatly facilitate shopping from home.

birthday. IBM’s first home computer did not ap-

It can calculate sums, help maintain a check-

pear until 1981, and the first Apple Macintosh

book, make charts and graphs, and keep other

didn’t have its debut until 1984. No wonder we

records that can be of great help at tax time. Of-

find them somewhat alien and intimidating! They

ten overlooked but perhaps most important of all,

do, in fact, come from a new and different world,

it can go a long way toward providing an invalu-

speak an unfamiliar language, and change

able antidote to feelings of isolation and loneli-

from day to day at a rate we old-timers find al-

ness.

most impossible to keep up with. When we were

Brash newcomers though they may be, I am

college age, the closest thing to a computer

convinced that computers will soon come to be

was Harvard’s Mark 1, which was fifty feet long,

accepted even by their most outspoken detrac-

eight feet tall, weighed approximately five tons,

tors, not as thorns in the side, but as valued

and generated enough heat to warm a small

friends and helpmates. Impatient as I some-

town. Apple’s latest laptop, the “Air,” weighs

times become with my Mac’s eccentricities (it

only three pounds, and, as shown in a recent ad,

went on strike for more than one full day while I

can slip into an interoffice manila envel-

was drafting this article), I don’t know what I
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would do without it!

Wellness, a Collington Priority

Thanks to Our Clinic
By Sheila Hollies 

Frances Kolarek
If you hear that Ria Hawkins was rescued in
our swimming pool seven times in a single afternoon, as unlikely as it may sound, believe it. Ria
volunteered to let our lifeguards practice life saving techniques, using her as victim.
Danielle Celdran, our Fitness Coordinator,
tells The Collingtonian that she and her staff are
required to keep their lifeguarding skills well
honed. So, one Friday afternoon in May, Dan
and Charles Wisher pulled Ria from our pool
while she played two roles -- first, that of a passive drowning victim and second, a swimmer
with a suspected spinal injury. This involved attaching her body to a rigid plastic device some
six-feet long, a procedure that proved more than
a little difficult.
A few days later, Vernique Robinson, briefly
Fitness and Aquatic assistant, joined Dan and
Charles, rescuing each other while Herb Stone
and Don Peretz stood by, simulating an actual
emergency. Don was to notify Security of an
emergency at the pool and to call 911. Herb,

It was a Friday afternoon, and I was enjoying
a quiet read after having returned home from
various errands. My physician had recommended that I take an over-the-counter remedy
for some aches and pains, so I decided this
would be a good time to take my first dose.
Shortly thereafter, I started to itch! First, inside
my mouth, but soon all over my body.
Before long, I went over to the clinic. By this
time I was busy clawing at nearly at all parts of
me. Sheila Bannon was on hand, and immediately diagnosed my problem as hives.
In no time at all, she had given me an antihistamine pill and had contacted my physician
for approval to send me home with several more.
During the evening, I subsequently took two
more pills, as instructed, and by bedtime, my
itching had completely subsided, to my infinite
relief. On Saturday, I received a call from the
clinic to check on me, and on Sunday another
staff nurse called. WOW!
Can you imagine the scenario had I needed
to drive to the hospital ER for treatment?

who has replaced Don as chair of the Wellness
Committee, took notes and evaluated the exercise.
“A lot of progress was made this morning,”
Herb noted. Both the Pool and the Fitness Center were closed for about an hour during the
morning practice, inconveniencing a few patrons.
But, Herb adds, “Pool rescue is a priority.”
The Wellness Committee, which replaced the
Pool Committee, now encompasses both the Fitness Center and the Pool.

A Collington resident was undergoing
an ultra-sound examination of her
breast. The technician, Mary,was efficient and supportive, but suddenly stopped working to inquire "How old are you,
Mrs X?" "Eighty two" responded the resident. After a long, ruminative pause,
Mary commented in tones of wonder, "I
have never seen such perky nipples on
an older lady!"
June 2008
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Anne Stone, Lucky Neighbor
By Gloria Ericson

ers, Peggy and Kitty. Anne reports both Herb
and she became Democratic political junkies, an-

How much does luck play in one’s life?
When Anne Stone made her recent Know Your
Neighbor talk, she told us she felt lucky because
she is so satisfied with her life. With

other stroke of luck. They were particularly active in the campaigns of both Adlai Stevenson
and Jack Kennedy – even receiving an invitation
to JFK’s Inaugural Ball, a fond memory for them.
After Illinois, Herb took another

husband Herb she joined Collington’s

management job, this time in New

ranks in 2005. They moved here from

York City. The family moved to

Capitol Hill in D.C. For more than 20

Englewood, New Jersey, a commut-

years before coming to Collington,

ing town where they stayed 12

Anne worked with WREI (Women’s

years. There, Anne volunteered her

Research and Education Institute) set

services to The Art Center of North-

up to keep Congresswomen informed

ern New Jersey and ended up as

of policies and issues concerning

president of the board and making

women. She expresses pride in her lead role in

many friends. Indeed, another lucky move. In

readying for publication WREI’s series of books

1973, when Herb became interested in working

known as The American Woman.

for a Congressman in Washington, Anne seized

Although born in Maine, Anne spent much of

on the opportunity to extract herself from her

her childhood in Massachusetts where her pro-

overcommitted volunteer career. Luck again?

fessor father taught at Williams College. She de-

They moved on to a townhouse on Capitol Hill,

scribes herself as a problem teenager and feels

their address until they came to Collington.

lucky that her parents could put up with her so

Wherever Anne found herself, she sought

that she survived teenagery. When it came time

meaningful work either as a volunteer or paid

to go to college, her mother referred her to just

employee. Although she claims her achieve-

one: Radcliffe. As she only applied there, she

ments were just the result of luck, of being the

turned lucky again in being accepted. In addition

right person at the right place and time, we all

to a good academic setting, Anne met an attrac-

know that how a person deals with such “luck”

tive Harvard junior, Herb Stone, whom she mar-

depends on her skills and smarts.

ried after his graduation. Herb says Anne proposed; Ann remembers that Herb proposed.
They spent their young married years in Rock

Although Anne refrained from mentioning her
volunteer contributions at Collington, we are well
aware of her (and Herb’s) many accomplish-

Island, Illinois, where Herb took a management

ments. Each of us are reminded daily of how

job with a large farm equipment company. The

great a job Anne has done with music, graphics,

young couple prospered and spent seven years

and updates on Channel 25. We feel lucky they

in Illinois highlighted by the births of their daught-

both settled here.
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The Gilded Lily
The following letters and sketches respond to last

Okay, so I’m a hopeless pedant, and we’re
both right, all three of us.
Don Paradis

month’s article, “Gilding The Lily” by Gloria Ericson,
with art by Judith Shaw

P.S. I enjoyed the article.

Dear Gloria and Judith:

Dear Don,

There was a professor back at Harvard Law

Thanks for your letter. You

School, Austen Wakeman Scott, a renowned

should know that I had looked

expert on the law of trusts, who, striding back

up the source of the quote be-

and forth on the podium, would on occasion be-

fore I used it. I was curious as

rate a student who had misquoted someone or

to its origin, although I sus-

something by bellowing “It’s paint the lily”, not

pected Shakespeare (I find that just about every

“gild the lily! Shakespeare is whirling in his

well-known expression comes from either

grave!! Get it right, you idiot!!!”

Shakespeare or the Bible). All my life I had

He once berated me for summing up my pré-

heard “gild the lily,” so I was shocked! shocked!

cis of a case and saying “...the court found no

to find that it should be “paint the lily.” I agonized

grounds for reversing the Court of Appeals...”

(for about two seconds) over whether to change

“We’re not grinding coffee here, Paradis”, he

the title, but decided that the way I had heard it

shouted, “it’s ‘ground’, not ‘grounds’.

was probably the way most other people had, so

Some years back, Will Shortz, puzzles editor
of the New York Times, used as a clue in one of
his daily crosswords “..........the lily”, the answer

I did my little bit to continue the corruption of
Shakespeare.
I do empathize with you and your angst over

to which was gild”. Strictly speaking, he was

this, though. It's the same way I feel about

wrong: see Act IV of Shakespeare’s King John,

virtually everybody using “lay” instead of “lie.” It

which reads “To gild refined gold, to paint the

sets my teeth on edge to go in to a doctor's ex-

lily... is wasteful and ridiculous excess,” (Note

amining room and have him ask me to please

that “refined” is usually left out, however you

“lay back.” I feel like shrieking, “Hey, Dude,

quote it).

you're supposed to be educated!”

I wrote a brief note to Shortz, chiding him on

Anyway, thanks for saying you enjoyed the

this, and he wrote back, admitting that I was cor-

article. I should tell you that I have looked over

rect, but pointing out that “gild the lily” has

this letter very, very carefully to make sure I

entered the vernacular, and quoting several

didn’t make any boo-boos -- but then I'd

sources to back up his argument. And, he was

probably be the last to know if I did.

right; I’ve just checked Brewer’s Dictionary of

Gloria E.

Phrase and Fable, and there it is: “GILD: to gild
the lily. To add superfluous ornament to that
which is already beautiful”.
June 2008
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Helen Gordon’s Goings On
On April 24 friends and family packed the

Anna Shea, Marion Henry, and Faith Jack-

auditorium to honor John and Hilda Jay for their

son enjoyed a trip to New York filled with muse-

20 years of residence and notable volunteer

um visits -- MoMA, the Met and the Frick, three

leadership at Collington. Hilda’s most recent pic-

plays, including Sunday in the Park with George

ture sale, for which she reframed all the items,

and one evening spent with members of Faith’s

raised $1,000. This is a typical example of how

family. Her grandson hosted the group in his

Hilda has worked with innovation and available

home in Brooklyn Heights where Faith visited

resources to salvage goods by cleverly redesign-

with her great-granddaughter, Claudia Luna.

ing them into useful resale objects.





We celebrate days of the year in many ways.

Marion Henry’s fabulous giraffe show in the

On May 1 -- Peg Cosgrove hangs a big basket

Clocktower lobby this month features figures in

of flowers in front of her cottage to celebrate May

sizes ranging from over two feet to about one

Day. On the second Saturday in May Emily

inch, and in many media -- wood, glass, clay,

Torbert creates a celebration by hosting a party

brass, and even tin. The exhibit includes only

for the running of the Kentucky Derby. And

part of Marion’s giraffe collection, acquired on

there’s always Mother’s Day which everyone

trips abroad and received as gifts from family

celebrates in his or her own way.

and friends. The show includes three giraffe
sketches from artist Judith Shaw. Anne Stone


Evelyn Westebbe, Apartment 249, arrived

and Caryl Marsh arranged the handsome ex-

here on April 8th from Mendon, Vermont, just

hibit.

outside Rutland, where she had a distinguished



50-year career as a psychotherapist. With a

Many of us have already met Dwindle Rob-

B.A. in Psychology from the University of Michi-

inson who joined the senior Management Team

gan and an M.S.W. in Psychiatric Social Work

on March 24th as Director of Environmental

from the University of Pennsylvania, she

Services. Prior to coming here he served as

worked in her field in Vermont for many years,

Senior Manager of Environmental Services for

including ten as the Senior PSW for Rutland

Inova Fairfax Hospital, where he managed forty-

Mental Health Service. She also established her

some housekeeping units in a 900-bed facility.

own practice, providing private counseling and

We welcome Dwindle and look forward to work-

consultation to families and individuals of all

ing with him.

ages. Evelyn is a Charter Member of the Acad-
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an officer or member of many community service

organizations. After retiring, she followed her in-

The two new residents settling in at Cottage

terest in art, attending the University of Vermont

4112 -- Doris Baster and Nada Pool -- moved

to study sculpture in fabrics and fiber and taking

here from University Park. Doris, originally from

art courses. She came to Collington to be near

Columbus, Ohio, is a graduate of Ohio State

her daughter and grandchild in nearby Hunting-

with a BS in Education. Nada is from Georgia,

ton, Virginia. A son lives in Boston. Evelyn

with a BS in Home Economics from the Univer-

loves the Collington landscape and enjoys walk-

sity of Georgia. Both served in the WAVES dur-

ing our trails daily as well as making new friends.

ing W.W.II. After the war, Doris worked almost



thirty years for the Naval Research Laboratory

New Committee Chairs: Jack Yale is the new

(NRL) in Washington, during which she earned a

Chair of the Garden Committee which includes

degree in Library Science from Catholic Univer-

the Hilltop Gardens, raised bins and the green-

sity, and retired as Librarian of the NRL Techni-

house. Jack is also the new Commodore of our

cal Library. Nada’s postwar career took her to

fleet of radio-controlled model skipjacks. The

the Home Service Department of the Washing-

next regatta is scheduled for June 1 at Lake

ton Gas Light Co, then to the Department of Ag-

Collington.

riculture and Clothing and Housing Research at

Miriam Tepfer now chairs the Dining Com-

Beltsville (while there she earned a Masters Degree from Iowa State College), and then to

mittee.


George Abid tells us he leaves early every

USDA’s Food and Nutrition Service, from which
she retired as a nutrition education specialist in

Thursday morning with five of his longtime golf-

the Donated Foods, School Lunch and Food

ing buddies for an 8:30 a.m. tee time in the roll-

Stamp programs.

ing hills of West Virginia. That includes a huge

Post retirement activities? Doris has long

country breakfast en route at a local inn.

been into canine obedience training, has served

They’ve been keeping this schedule for seven

as an American Kennel Club Obedience Judge,

years. More power to them.

and is active in several training groups in this


One of the great things about Collington is
the ever-changing and distinctive art shows in
the two galleries. In the Library gallery this

area. Here at Collington, she looks forward to
volunteering in the Library, going on bird walks,
and playing bridge.
Nada’s hobby is genealogy. She is a member

month, Michelle Tatum and Patricia Tatum

of the DAR, has served as a volunteer genealo-

present eleven original creations. The three fiber

gist and docent at the DAR Museum and re-

mats are captivating, each in a very individual

cently started a family “gene” letter. Here, she in-

design. The Auditorium gallery features interest-

tends to continue art lessons, pursue her interest

ing works from the art collection of Delores and

in genealogy, and volunteer at the Op Shop.



Ronald Hawkins.
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Thank you Sid and Liz Sober... And Thank You again, Elsie Seetoo.
Liz and Sid Sober have donated $1,000 to
the Residents Association for The Collingtonian
to honor Elsie Seetoo. Recently they decided to
sell a painting by a Pakistani artist, purchased in
1972 when Sid was Chargé d'Affaires at the
American Embassy in Islamabad. They asked
Elsie to photograph the painting, and on the
strength of her photo, Sotheby’s accepted and
sold the painting at auction.
Acknowledging Elsie's help, Sid and Liz
wanted to express appreciation for her contribution to Collington in photographing so many
events and occasions.
Photo by Robert Elkin

Elsie has a knack for being where the action is.
The last time our Board of Directors met, she
snapped a number of them. Below are Annetha
Hall, Chair of the Strategic Planning Committee,
and Neil Grammer, Audit & Finance Committee.

As
always -“Photos
by
Elsie
Seetoo”
Greenhouse plants went on sale last month. Maya Peretz buys
marigolds from Dora Halton and Chuck Dell.

Larry Mabry

Larry Mabry awarded Five Year pins to Carol Kempske, Catherine Hudson,
Judith Shaw and Marion Henry.

